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ABSTRACT
The perceptions from the international HSM steel market towards exported South African foundry
products were tested through a qualitative research approach. Customer perception might be
either positive or negative, based on several factors, including delivery time, cost, or quality of the
foundry product. South African exporting foundries, which include the roll making foundry,
experience several challenges associated with the operating environment, and these challenges
contribute to potential cost elevations and/or delayed delivery time. Negative perceptions from
global customers are subsequently experienced. International consumer perceptions towards
South African foundry products need to be understood, as this information enables South African
foundries to properly target the customer market. The results obtained from respondents based
in various geographical markets were coded, analysed, and discussed in the study.
Research analyses performed on the geographical market showed that customer location plays
a critical role in selecting the correct targeting strategy. The European markets tend to perceive
the quality as well as price of South African foundry products as average. The North American
market showed that, although South African foundry products are perceived to be price
competitive, poor perceptions regarding on-time delivery are experienced. Asian markets typically
perceive South African foundry products as expensive and on the price level of a European
exporter. Total cost of ownership (TCO) was seen to be an important factor to consider across all
the geographical markets.
The distance to the market can be seen as a limiting factor for the South African foundry industry,
which forces organisations to think more critically on process improvements and rework. It is for
this reason that an implementation plan, which includes the application of the change
management process of Kotter (1996), was included in the study.
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Meaning
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Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa
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Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software
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Country-Of-Origin
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Gross Domestic Product

HiCr

High Chrome Rolls

HS Code

Harmonised System Code

HSS

High Speed Steel Rolls
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Hot Strip Mill

ICDP

Indefinite Chilled Cast Iron Rolls

IDC

Industrial Development Corporation

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

NAFTA

North America Free Trade Agreement

SAIF

South African Institute of Foundrymen

TCO

Total Cost of Ownership
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NATURE AND SCOPE OF STUDY
1.1 Introduction
Selection of foundry products in the hot strip mill (HSM) was historically performed based on the
perception by buyers of a given foundry product manufacturer (Webber, 2017). This customer
perception might be either positive or negative, based on several factors, including delivery time,
cost or quality. South African exporting foundries, which include the roll making foundry,
experience several challenges contributing to potential cost elevations and/or delayed delivery
time, subsequently leading to negative perceptions from global consumers.
1.2 Background
In 2003, a National Casting Technology Centre (NCTC) was established through the National
Product Development Centre (NPDC) of the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR).
The primary objective of this technology centre is to ensure that expertise and casting capabilities
are expanded within South Africa. Process development, skills development and technology
transfer within South African foundries are also promoted by the NCTC. The NCTC benchmarks
with international centres and subsequently promotes the international competitiveness of the
South African foundry industry (Bean et al., 2006).
South Africa is an exporter of HSM consumables, and must therefore participate in the
international playing field, meaning that products exported from South African foundries are sold
in a competitive global market. For foundries to increase their competitiveness and profits, the
mitigation of risks associated with industry challenges must be managed. According to a report
provided by the South African Institute of Foundrymen (SAIF) to the BRICS foundry forum in 2015,
the following challenges were identified for South African foundries (Madzivhandila, 2015):
•

Slow economic growth is causing a reduction in orders,

•

Energy costs are significantly rising,

•

The productivity of labour is poor,

•

Skills development and training are lacking,

•

Environmental legislation compliance is a concern,

•

Elevated logistics costs,

•

Accessing capital for improvement projects is difficult,

•

Special skills are required for recent technological advances, and

•

Foundry environment is not a welcoming workspace (hot and dirty).
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To consolidate the findings by the SAIF, research performed by the University of Johannesburg
(UJ) on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of the South African
foundry industry, includes the challenge in this industry contributed by poor international market
perceptions (Mphasha, 2016).
1.3 Problem statement
According to the Industrial Development Corporation, a subsidiary of the Department of Trade
Industry & Competition, South Africa had an export value of approximately R1.3 trillion (for 2019)
with a geographical export footprint as depicted in Figure 1(a) (IDC, 2020). Approximately R17
billion of exports are attributed to the metal products category. This category refers to the
Harmonised System (HS) Code 84 as classified by the World Customs Organization (WCO) (ITA,
2021). HS Code 84 is further subdivided in several industrial machinery sub-sections, including
metal rolling mills and rolls (84.55), thereby inferring that consumables used in the HSM are
included in this sub-section. Several other exports within HS Code 84 contribute to the overall
metal products category. These exports include, but are not limited to, nuclear reactors, steam
boilers, steam turbines, fork-lift trucks, agricultural machinery, machinery for making tobacco and
moulding boxes for metal foundries. Data obtained from the IDC indicates the declining production
volume as well as the deteriorating employment trend in this sector. Figure 1 (b)-(d) represents
the trends for the past five years.
The foundry industry is a substantial contributor towards the manufacturing of products exported
in HS Code 84. The castings produced at South African foundries are subject to severe
operational and economic pressures as eluded to by the SAIF in 1.2 (Madzivhandila, 2015),
thereby causing uncertainty regarding the sustainable continuance of exporting foundries in South
Africa. Apart from operational challenges experienced in South Africa, competitiveness in the
international market arena remains vital to business.
Perceptions of international clients on exported South African castings remain an important
aspect that requires further evaluation. This study investigates the perception of international steel
rolling customers, more specifically hot rolling producers, on the castings exported from South
Africa.
1.3.1 Research question
The primary research question is constructed as:
What is the international perception on selected exported South African foundry products?
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Figure 1: (a) South African export market, (b) production and sales trends of the metal products
export category, (c) formal employment and remuneration trend of the metal product export
category, and (d) employment composition trend of the metal product export category
Source: IDC (2020)
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1.4 Objectives of the study
1.4.1 Primary objectives
The primary objective of the study is to investigate the international perceptions of HSM
consumables exported from South African foundries.
1.4.2 Secondary objectives
The secondary objectives of the study are:
•

to describe the South African foundry industry through a literature study,

•

to understand the HSM consumable environment of South African exports through a
literature study,

•

to empirically investigate the international perception of global hot rolling companies, and

•

to recommend actions that will improve customer perceptions and subsequently lead to
greater export tonnage.

1.5 Importance and benefits of the proposed study
The managerial importance and benefits of this proposed study are:
•

By analysing factors that contribute to the negative perception of exported consumables
to the international steel market, South African foundry managers will be able to implement
efficient strategies that will lead to improved customer-oriented thinking.

•

Results linked to the effects of geographical location on perception can shift the marketing
strategy of the South African foundry industry.

•

This field of study further contributes to understanding the impact of the poor South African
economy on this energy-intensive manufacturing sector.

1.6 Delimitations (scope)
The scope of this study was limited to companies producing hot rolled products (specifically flat
products). These companies were interviewed regarding their perception of South African
imported consumables for specific use in the HSM operation.
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1.7 Assumptions
The main assumptions made in the proposed study are:
•

Perceptions of international steel companies on South African imports vary according to
geographical location.

•

Multinational steel companies have separate buying departments.

•

The perceptions of imported products vary between customer commercial and operational
department.

•

The outcomes from the sample selected for the geographical region represent the
perceptions of the entire geographical market.

1.8 Literature review
The literature is discussed in Chapter 2 and deals with the detailed description of the international
as well as South African foundry industry. The perceptions towards products exported from South
African foundries are also studied in the literature. Theoretical models relating to change
management are described to understand potential methods of altering customer perception.
1.9 Methodology and research design
The research methodology, including the design and sample population utilised for this study, is
discussed in this section. Proposed data collection and assessment techniques are also
discussed.
1.9.1 Description of overall research design
A qualitative study was performed for this study. The social phenomenon of individual perception
towards a specific group of products was tested. This qualitative study attempted to analyse
human nature with a series of interview questions.
A cross-sectional study is typically a short once-off study, normally analysing a specific concept
or phenomenon in several cases. A longitudinal study, on the other hand, continues over an
extended period of time, where the same sample is studied in various occasions to analyse
differences in results. A longitudinal study can either be classified as a panel or cohort study
(Bryman & Bell, 2014). The current study was cross-sectional, as the study was based on a single
phenomenon (perception of international customers). The study was not performed over an
extended time period.
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1.10 Study population
The study looked at the perception of foundry products, specifically HSM consumables exported
from South Africa to international steel companies. The markets selected for the study were based
on the global steel manufacturing sector. The study population was more specifically based on
steel plants that produce hot rolled products (specifically flat products). Figure 2 graphically
depicts the latest available data (2018) for relative comparison of hot rolled products produced
per geographic location. The total world production for hot rolled products was 1 682 437
thousand tonnes for 2018 (WorldSteel, 2019). As seen in this graphical distribution, hot rolled
product manufacturing is concentrated in Asia, America and Europe. Appendix 1 (WorldSteel,
2018) refers to hot-rolled production figures per geographical region across the globe, while
Appendix 2 (WorldSteel, 2020) indicates the top 104 steel companies across the globe. Appendix
2 further shows the company headquarters as well as respective crude steel tonnage (million)
produced.

Figure 2: Hot rolled product produced across the globe in 2018
Source: WorldSteel (2018)
1.11 Sampling strategy
As the number of HSM plants across the globe is extensive, a sampling strategy that ensures an
unbiased selection of hot rolling plants was performed. A snowball sampling technique was
utilised to facilitate non-probability sampling. Sampling was performed until saturation was
16

reached. A list of six criteria was applied to data from Appendix 1 to generate the sample list. The
following criteria were applied:
Criterion 1: Only hot rolled product producing companies (flat products) were selected for the
study (relevant to all data on Appendix 1).
Criterion 2: Only steel companies in countries with production tonnages above 10 million tons
per annum were selected.
Criterion 3: Only a maximum of four countries per geographical region were selected.
Criterion 4: Selection of companies associated per country as per Appendix 2 was done as far
as possible.
Criterion 5: No duplication of sample companies was allowed.
Criterion 6: Discarding of countries associated with political tension was performed.
Table 2 depicts the results of the units of analysis upon application of the six criteria on data found
in Appendices 1 and 2. The number of plants identified totals 15. The study requested interviews
with two departments within the steel producing company; the first department interviewed
performs the buying and importing of products (commercial department); while the second
department is the end-users of the imported foundry product (operation environment). The total
sample size for this study was therefore determined as 30.
The unit of analysis for the study will be steel producing companies producing hot rolled products.
The data will be obtained from individuals employed in these private hot rolling manufacturing
companies. The selected unit of analysis was tested against the research question, as the six
criteria applied to the population gave representative information in terms of geographical location
and hot-rolled product density.
1.11.1 Expected limitations of the study
The sampling difficulty was varied based on the geographical location, as barriers in terms of
language played a vital part in sourcing useful data. Contact with many of the companies was
less difficult, as these companies are customers to several foundries in South Africa. Contact
details of companies not falling under the current customer base were requested from agents
employed by foundries. As a final resort, contact details were obtained from information obtained
on company websites. Additional limitations to the proposed study included the following:
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•

The researcher represents a roll manufacturing exporter in South Africa, and therefore the
results and conclusions proposed in this study were not necessarily representing the views
of all South African foundries.

•

International customer perception might be different for a roll manufacturer compared to
the overall perception of South African foundry exports.

•

As a result of the limited time associated with the proposed research, not all hot rolling
companies across the globe were approached, and possible valuable insights might be
unexploited due to saturation of sampling.
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Table 2: Units of analysis determined for the study

Geographical area Country
European Union Germany
Italy
France
Spain
Other European Turkey
C.I.S
Russia
Ukraine
North America
USA
Mexico
Canada
South America
Brazil
Asia
China
India
Japan
South Korea

Steel producer group
ThyssenKrupp
Arvedi
ArcelorMittal Europe
CELSA Steel group
Erdemir Group
Novolipetsk Steel (NLMK)
Metinvest Holdings
Nucor Steel Corporation
Altos Hornos
ArcelorMittal
Gerdau S.A
Baowu Group
Tata Group
Nippon Steel Corporation
POSCO
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Division
Bochum
Acciaieria Arvedi
ArcelorMittal Dunkerque
CELSA Barcelona
Eregli Iron and Steel Mill
Novolipetsk Steel
AZOVSTAL IRON & STEEL WORKS
Nucor-Yamato Steel
Monclova
Dofasco
Aços Longos e Planos Açominas
Baosteel - Main site
Jamshedpur Plant
East Nippon Works, Kashima Area
Pohang Plant

Plant location
Bochum, Germany
Cremona, Italy
Dunkerque, France
Barcelona, Spain
Istanbul, Turkey
Lipetsk, Russia
Mariupol, Ukraine
Blytheville, USA
Monclova, Mexico
Hamilton, Canada
Ouro Branco, Brazil
Shanghai NE, China
Jamshedpur, India
Kashima City, Japan
Pohang-si, South Korea

1.11.2 Data collection
After a technical evaluation of the influence of factors associated with increased casting cost in
South Africa, an initial introduction letter was sent followed by a telephone conversation with the
commercial as well as production plant of each sample company. The introduction letter was
mailed to the relevant individual to explain the nature of the study. The following methods were
used to gain access to commercial and production employees:
•

An internet search of the company website,

•

Online professional platforms such as LinkedIn,

•

Agents employed by the foundry industry; these agents know the hot-rolling customers
very well as they sell consumables directly to the various hot-rolling plants,

•

Contacts obtained from South African foundry marketing departments.

The introduction letter requested permission to perform and record a 20-minute video
(Zoom/Teams) interview. The interview asked questions related to the perception of South African
imported consumables. The various perceptions within the study includes:
•

Negative perceptions,

•

Positive perceptions,

•

Perceptions towards logistics,

•

Perceptions towards quality,

•

Perceptions towards price,

•

Perceptions towards valued elements.

Two different departments in each sample company were contacted and interviewed. Several
interview questions were asked in the online session for both the commercial as well as
production personnel of each sample company. Figure 3 indicates the data collection flow
applicable to the study.
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Initial
introduction

20 min
interview

• E-mail
• Telephone

• Online platform: Zoom/Teams
• Production department
• Commercial department

Figure 3: Proposed data collection flow applicable to the study
1.11.3 Data analysis
The recorded interviews were transcribed into text followed by coding through computer-assisted
qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS). The CAQDAS that was employed in the study was
Atlas.ti. The analytical findings were portrayed in a network diagram, presenting analytical findings
(perception feedback) per geographical region. A further distinction between interdepartmental
perception differences (commercial versus operational) was also performed.
1.12 Quality and rigour of the research design
The quality of research data, including the reliability and validity of proposed measurements, was
addressed in this section.
1.12.1 Quality of data
The data obtained in the research study answered the research objectives adequately. Data
obtained in the study represented the perceptions of international steel producers regarding
consumables obtained from South Africa. The research objectives posed in 1.4 were achieved
through answering of the interview questions. The number of samples planned for the study
amounted to 30. The data represented 15 samples applicable to the commercial department of
the steel company, and 15 samples to the operational department. These samples represented
data based on the criteria set in 1.11, providing results on customer perception as a function of
geographical location.
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1.12.2 Reliability
Reliability relates to the quality of data capturing rather than the quality of measures (Bryman &
Bell, 2014). Reliability also relates to the repeatability of a set of measurements, seeking stable
and consistent results upon repeated measurements of the same sample population and sample.
The method of sample determination is depicted in section 1.11. By utilising the same WorldSteel
statistics (WorldSteel, 2019) and criteria, the reliability of data capturing is good as repeatability
is obtainable.
1.12.3 Validity
The validity of research data can be separated into two main subsections (Bryman & Bell, 2014),
namely:
•

Internal validity: Typically weak for qualitative research due to difficulty of casual direction
from data.

•

External validity: Good for data obtained from randomly selected samples.

Validity measures the trustworthiness of data and indicates the meaningfulness of obtained data.
One method of increasing trustworthiness in a research study is through reflexivity (Bryman &
Bell, 2014). Reflexivity in business research indicates the reflection and hidden assumption of a
researcher when approaching the research. The research approach undertaken aimed to have
good external validity and trustworthiness.
1.13 Research ethics
Four main ethical principles need to be adhered to upon conducting business research (Bryman
& Bell, 2014):
•

Eliminate harm to participants,

•

Eliminate lack of informed consent,

•

Eliminate invasion of privacy,

•

Eliminate deception that may be involved.

All principles as mentioned above were applied upon the planning phase of the research study.
The informed consent form utilised in this study is depicted in Appendix 3.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Metal casting in a foundry
The casting of melted metal into a mould (fabricated either by sand or steel) is one of the oldest
metal shaping techniques, discovered around 3500 BC (Thiel, 2016). Solidified molten metal,
upon removal from the mould, is referred to as a casting. Common metals utilised in metal
castings are aluminium, copper, steel and cast iron. The modern industry as known today, where
metals are cast, is called a foundry. A foundry consists of four distinctive sections (Thiel, 2016):
•

Mould and core manufacturing,

•

Melting of scrap and alloys,

•

The casting of the molten metal, solidification and final casting removal from the mould,

•

Finishing of the casting (includes heat treatment and machining).

An illustration of the typical process flow in a foundry is depicted in Figure 4 (Thiel, 2016). Raw
materials are melted in a furnace and cast into a manufactured mould. Several melting furnace
types and mould types are available in the industry. Casting of the molten metal can also be
achieved through various processes, from gravitational pouring to centrifugal casting. Figure 5
(Thiel, 2016) shows a typical gravitational casting configuration utilised in a foundry. After
separating the casting from the mould, further treatment in the form of elevated temperature (heat
treatment) and/or casting clean-up (fettling) can be performed.

Figure 4: Typical casting configuration in a foundry
Source: Thiel (2016)
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Figure 5: Typical process flow of a foundry
Source: Thiel (2016)

2.2 The international foundry industry
The international foundry industry remains a competitive environment, predominantly dominated
by China as shown in research performed by the Deutsche Industriebank (Büchner, 2019). Figure
6 indicates the production of grey iron, ductile iron and steel castings (Büchner, 2019). A
noteworthy point is that the global casting contribution from Africa is small compared to the large
volume of casting-producing countries, which include the Americas, China and Europe.
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Figure 6: Global casting production of grey iron, ductile iron and steel castings
Source: Büchner (2019)
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International foundries are not immune to threats. The following weaknesses and treats are
experienced by European foundries (Mphasha, 2016):
•

Perception: Foundries are seen as old, dirty and dangerous,

•

Energy: The foundry remains an energy-intensive industry,

•

Raw material: Europe does not have any sources of essential raw materials,

•

Competition: Substitution materials such as carbon fibre and plastic,

•

Skills: Shortage of skilled workers and engineers, and

•

Capital: Low levels of capital to innovate. R&D costs taken from customers.

Intensive investments at international foundries are required as metal alloy complexity is
continuously increasing. Six segments of global strategic foundry challenges are identified by
Büchner (2019) in Figure 7. Industry consolidation is required to deal with the technology changes
experienced within the industry.
2.3 The South African foundry industry
The foundry industry in South Africa consists of a relatively wide market reach, as seen in Figure
8(a). The leading customers of foundry products include the automotive industry (wheel rims and
chassis), the mining industry (crusher plates and mill components) and the manufacturing industry
(steel mill components). In 2015, a total of 170 foundries were operational in South Africa,
segregated into various foundry types (Madzivhandila, 2015). Figure 8(b) shows how the foundry
industry has decreased since 2011, indicating the closure of 10 foundries in under four years.
This closure in foundries comes from a preceding closure of at least 100 foundries since 2003
(SAIF, 2015).
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Figure 7: Strategic challenges in the global foundry industry
Source: Büchner (2019)
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b

Figure 8: (a) Markets served by South African foundries, and (b) foundry industry structure
Source: Madzivhandila (2015)
The foundry industry in South Africa, like several other industries, contracted severely in 2020,
mainly due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Figure 9 shows the manufacturing sector contraction with
an average 30% during 2020 (IDC, 2021).
2.3.1 Challenges in the South African foundry industry
Results from research performed by the University of Johannesburg (UJ) on the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of the South African foundry industry are depicted
in Table 3 (Mphasha, 2016).
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Figure 9: South African manufacturing GDP for the past 10 years
Source: IDC (2021)
South African foundries are prone to the same challenges as experienced in the global foundry
industry, with investment requirement and lack of skilled workers identified as weaknesses.
Additional South African threats include the political climate and corruption (Mphasha, 2016).
Stable energy is a big concern for the foundry industry in South Africa. This is due to the high
level of energy usage in this industry. Approximately 29% of the energy consumed is due to the
iron and steel sector (Mphasha, 2016). The heart of the foundry is also the main energy consumer,
as seen in Figure 10 (Mphasha, 2016), illustrating that 55% of energy consumption is due to
melting, followed by heat treatment and mould making.
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Table 3: SWOT analysis of South African foundries from the University of Johannesburg

Source: Mphasha (2016)
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Figure 10: Energy distribution of foundry processes
Source: Mphasha (2016)

A big energy challenge for the foundry industry, apart from intermittent electricity due to load
shedding, is the electricity price increase experienced in South Africa (Thiel, 2016). Although
South Africa is not the most expensive in terms of electricity price, the rate of electricity increase
is the highest in the world, as depicted by Figure 11 (NUS_Consulting_Group, 2014). The price
of electricity increases, while employee skills decline and labour cost increases. The combination
of the deteriorating education system and increased company overheads is causing the foundry
industry in South Africa to become extinct.
2.4 The roll manufacturing foundry
The introduction of the roll manufacturing foundry is provided below since one of the main
consumables purchased by the hot strip mill is casted rolls.
General foundries consist of more than 100 process parameters, each influencing the final casting
quality produced (Ransing et al., 2013). The roll manufacturing process is a subsection of the
ferrous foundry section, as depicted in Figure 8 (b) (Madzivhandila, 2015). Rolls are utilised in the
steel or stainless-steel industry as consumables that reduce a slab or billet from an initial large
dimension to a thinner or reduced dimension, as depicted in Figure 12 (Belzunce et al., 2004).
Large multinational companies including, but not limited to ArcelorMittal, Nucor Steel,
ThyssenKrupp, Evraz Steel and Acerinox are customers to the roll manufacturing industry.
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Figure 11: International electricity price survey showing the price difference from 2013 to 2014
Source: NUS Consulting Group (2014)
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Figure 12: Reduction of steel slab in a continuous hot strip mill
Source: Belzunce et al. (2004)
The type of roll produced (prescribed by customer process) determines the casting process used
in the roll manufacturing foundry. A typical bi-metallic roll (consisting of a hard shell and ductile
core) casting process is portrayed in Figure 13 (Song et al., 2009). Hot metal is cast in a
centrifugal spinning chill creating the initial outer shell layer shown in Figure 13(a), followed by
vertical casting of a ductile iron core from the top shown in Figure 13(b). Other vertical static
casting production methods are also utilised to cast larger rolls. Subsequent to machining and
final quality inspection, rolls are dispatched through road transport to ports where they are shipped
to the customers. Figure 14 (Kubota, 2022) shows the final machined rolls before being crated.

Figure 13: Typical roll manufacturing process. (a) Horizontal spin casting, and (b) vertical
pouring of core material
Source: Song et al. (2009)
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Figure 14: Manufactured rolls for rolling mills
Source: Kubota (2022)
The roll manufacturing industry in South Africa exports to several countries in the Americas,
Europe, Asia and Africa. Figure 15 depicts the increasing rand value of exported rolls over the
past 30 years.

Figure 15: Rand value of rolls (H84553000) exported from South Africa since 1992
Source: dtic (2021)
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2.5 The hot strip mill (HSM)
Steel can be manufactured by two well-known production processes. One process melts iron ore
in a blast furnace, which is subsequently fed to the basic oxygen furnace as iron. The second
process melts scrap to directly produce steel in an electric arc furnace. Melted and treated steel
is subsequently cast through a continuous caster to produce billets, blooms or slabs. These semifinished products are transformed to finished products (rods, bar, plates and coil) after a rolling
process. Figure 16 (NewSteelConstruction, 2017) depicts the process flow of a typical iron and
steel plant.
The HSM is a section in the rolling department of a steel company. The main aim of the HSM is
to reduce semi-finished products using increased temperature and pressure applied by rolls to
either finished products or products intended to be reduced further in the cold rolling mill (thinner
and better surface finished coils). Finished products of a rolling department can either be in the
form of a long or flat product, depending on the mill configuration and roll profile type installed
(NewSteelConstruction, 2017).

Figure 16: Iron and steelmaking process flow
Source: New Steel Construction (2017)
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The typical HSM consists of furnaces (to reheat semi-finished products – 1 200°C), rolling stands
(to reduce semi-finished products in dimension), descalers (to remove oxidation layers formed
during reheating), and run-out table and coilers (to coil flat sheet). A typical layout is depicted in
Figure 17 (Patel et al., 2019).

Figure 17: Layout of typical HSM
Source: Patel et al. (2019)
Several cast consumables are used in the HSM as depicted in Figure 18 (Patel et al., 2019), but
the most significant consumable is work rolls.

Figure 18: Typical construction of a mill stand in a finishing mill
Source: Patel et al. (2019)

Customers of HSM products (automotive and construction industry) are continuously seeking
improved product quality, thereby forcing the HSM process to become more efficient and less
expensive. Figure 19 (Buchmayr et al., 2018) depicts the technological improvements over the
last 70 years applicable to the HSM. Steel quality improvement further cascades to HSM
consumables, thereby enhancing competition within the consumable manufacturing sector. HSM
rolls are continuously improved through research and development to yield longer rolling
campaigns at a cheaper roll cost.
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Figure 19: Major developments in HSM technology since 1950
Source: Buchmayr et al. (2018)
2.5.1 Total cost of ownership
Historically, TCO models were based on operator feeling, since no accurate data was available
to rigorously evaluate different roll grades and suppliers. Roll decisions in the mill were based on
subjective perception of the roll user, sometimes unfairly being rejected by a mill due to mill
incidents (Webber, 2017).
Rolls in the HSM account for up to 15% of total HSM cost. Several factors can affect roll usage
cost, including (Webber, 2017):
•

Price of rolls,

•

Performance of rolls (wear and resistance to failure),

•

Roll changes leading to mill downtime,

•

Cost of grinding rolls (time, electricity, labour and consumables), and

•

Cost related to mill (maintenance, water, quality and availability).

Roll performance in an HSM is typically measured as tonne/mm (T/mm). Initial roll performance,
for steel and iron rolls, was less than 3 000 T/mm. With the introduction of high chrome rolls
(HiCr), the performance doubled. Additional roll performance enhancement was achieved with
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the introduction of high speed steel (HSS) rolls into the mills (Kerr et al., 2004). According to Kerr
et al. (2004), the following factors led to increasing roll performance over the years:
•

The roll wear of HSS rolls is better than HiCr and iron rolls.

•

The HSS roll is less prone to peeling, and therefore the roll can be used in multiple roll
campaigns.

•

Mill condition improvements, thereby improving stability. Less roll grinding required.

•

Due to improved grinding equipment, enhanced non-destructive testing is being
performed, which prevents unnecessary grinding.

Figure 20 depicts the average roll performance and performance gap for each mill stand at the
ArcelorMittal Dofasco (Kerr et al., 2004). This HSM has been driving roll performance in the steel
industry, but several performance gaps are still evident from stand F4 to F7.

Figure 20: Average performance (tonne/mm) of the seven stands in ArcelorMittal Dofasco. (HSS
rolls and ICDP rolls)
Source: Kerr et al. (2004)
2.6 Consumer perception of manufactured products
Consumer decision-making and behaviour are influenced through several individual as well as
social factors. Perception, motivation, values, attitudes and learning are all individual factors
affecting the behaviour of consumer buying (Lamb et al., 2019:98-102).
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The perception of product quality, linked to the product’s brand name, is called quality reputation
(Li et al., 2011). The association between a reputable brand and good quality will be made by
rational consumers; bad quality will similarly be associated with an ill-reputable brand. Brand
reputation has more impact than warranty and price on quality perception; although, for nonexpert consumers, where the brand is unknown, warranty is more likely to be used for the
formation of quality perceptions (Li et al., 2019). A consumer’s decision to perform a future
purchase will be negatively affected should there be a product failure, even with the product being
under warranty. Once a product failure occurs, negative quality perception will lead to consumers
not willing to pay for the product (Li et al., 2019). The purchasing decision of a consumer might
also be influenced by bad experiences towards the product experienced by other purchasers (Li
et al., 2019).
Another factor to consider upon analysing consumer perception towards a product is the
significance of country-of-origin (COO) image (Kaynak et al., 2000). Research performed by
McDonald (1995) indicated that Chinese consumers heavily weigh a product’s COO and perceive
imported products as strong positive stimulus while making the decision to select and purchase.
Positive brand or product perception regarding COO is made for developed nations (Europe and
North America), while negative perceptions are made for lesser developed nations (Kaynak et al.,
2000). Consumers will be willing to pay an extra premium should the product originate from a
developed COO, as the COO in this case is seen as insurance of the product’s quality and
performance (Kaynak et al., 2000). If a consumer is unsure of the product brand and performance,
generally, the COO will be examined upon product quality perception (Eroglu & Machleit, 1989;
Han, 1990); a consumer might make the decision to reject a product even with good marketing
techniques such as promotion and incentives (Kaynak & Cavusgil, 1983).
Consumer behaviour is also affected by customer satisfaction and the effect of perceived fairness
of price (Bolton & Lemon, 1999; Woodruff, 1997). Verhoef et al. (2002) postulate that, although
consumers are often attracted to low prices, price reductions have a short-run effect on market
share that quickly diminishes. Similarly, the effect of improving price perception with reduced
prices will only be effective in the short run. The author further states that the strategy to improve
customer satisfaction is better than enhancing price perceptions.
As South Africa is seen as a developing nation, international market infiltration from South African
foundries is challenging, due to consumer perceptions as alluded to in the previous paragraph.
An example of this can be seen in Figure 21 (Barnes, 2002), where the international customer
perception was examined for an automotive component company. The research study was
performed through the University of Natal (Barnes, 2002). It should be noted that the sample size
for the research undertaken was small, with 11 international customer replies to the posed
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questionnaire. This research remains important as a suggestive indication of the overall
perception of international firms concerning the ability of South African exporters. The study
indicates that international customers require performance in several aspects, but the top four
requirements identified are conformance to standards, quality, delivery reliability and price.
Geographical location was identified to be the least important criterion for international customers.
The main aspects related to poor performance indicated by the international participating
companies were the reliability of delivery terms as well as quality and conformance to specified
performance. The most disappointing indications were that of poor levels of service and
adherence to specified lead times (Barnes, 2002). Figure 21(a) represents the performance
perceptions of South African companies compared to international requirements, while Figure
21(b) depicts the same requirements, but compared to international competition. It is noted that
the overall performance of international competitors is perceived as superior when compared to
their South African counterparts. Figure 21(c) shows the gap analysis between South African
exporters compared to their international competition. Apart from credit facility offering, all South
African perceptions are rated more negatively.

a
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b

c

Figure 21: (a) International customer rating vs South African company performance rating, (b)
international customer rating vs international competitor performance rating, and (c) gap
analysis between South African vs international competitor firm
Source: Barnes (2002)
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2.7 Altering perceptions
The theories of change management were reviewed to identify and utilise a model to change the
consumer perception of South African foundry products, more specifically that of HSM operating
plants across the globe. The main driving force behind decisions in an HSM is TCO. Alignment
between TCO and the South African foundry industry should be made, specifically on aspects
such as quality, price and delivery lead time. Section 0 briefly reviews change management theory
obtained in literature, while section 0 provides a practical model of a selected change theory. This
change model can be applied to the foundry industry through advancing of strategic growth and
delivering of products that conform to customer specifications and positively influence consumer
perception.
2.7.1 Theory of change management
Change management theory dates back more than 100 years, with the development of scientific
management and the organisational dealing of employees by Frederick W Taylors in 1911
(Ratana et al., 2020). The theory of change management can be divided into three distinct
periods, including the pre-1990s planned change approach, the 1990s emerging change
management theories and the post-1990s contemporary change management theories.
Although no definite mention is made in literature of the author of the term ‘change management’,
scholars believe that Kurt Lewin (1951), with his three-step planned stage approach, is the creator
(Ratana et al., 2020). Lewin (1951) postulates that change must be projected by top management
in a process of unfreezing, move and act, and refreezing. During the 1990s, Kanter et al. (1992)
challenged Lewin’s three-step model with the development of a 10-step change approach. Kotter
(1996) also developed an eight-stage change approach, based in essence on Kanter’s theory.
The theory of Kotter (1996) will be further elaborated on in section 0, as this theory will be utilised
as a change model in later chapters. Figure 22 (Ratana et al., 2020) depicts the change
management theories as a function of the management technique for the timeframe stretching
across the three periods. Several change theories have been proposed, each associated with its
own criticism. The post-1990 theories started to focus more on the human, technology and
strategy change elements (Ratana et al., 2020).
2.7.2 Applying change management model
Several authors agree that there is a disparity between theoretical and practical change
management application (Appelbaum et al., 2012; Buchanan, 1993; Saka, 2003). The eight stage
process of Kotter (1996) is one of the most recognised and well-known change models regarding
organisational behaviour (Pollack & Pollack, 2015), and will be studied further in this section. The
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aim of exploring the change model of Kotter (1996) is to identify methods of shifting the industry
towards becoming a world-class manufacturer of exported products. The change management
model, as depicted by Kotter (1996), includes:
1. The establishment of urgency
This includes the creation of organisational awareness required to obtain employee
cooperation. Effort is needed to motivate employees to invest in the concept of change.
2. The creation of a guiding coalition
Powerful leaders must be selected to effectively lead change. Groups consisting of top
management down to technical advisors are vital to lead change effectively in the
organisation.
3. Development of a vision and strategy
A vision and strategy relating to the required change must be formulated. This may include
the need to ensure adequate knowledge transfer between employees and strategically
developing the best practice to overcome this hurdle. The change identified in this point is
typically related to culture and values.
4. Proper communication of the change strategy
The need for proper communication regarding the change vision is listed as the top two
important aspects of Kotter’s approach. There needs to be innovative presentation of
change progress to all levels of the organisation.
5. Allowing for broad-based change
The removal of barriers that impede strategic thinking must be undertaken. There needs
to be an environment created that encourages innovative ideas.
6. Creating instant wins
The highlighting of short-term wins will ensure that the change momentum be kept. Shortterm wins must be clearly shown to indicate progress in the change programme.
7. Combining the gains achieved and generating additional change
8. Setting new approaches in culture
Both points are important and difficult to measure in the short term. It is necessary to keep
the momentum when performing change until the change culture has shifted to a new
equilibrium.
Several criticisms on the effectiveness of Kotter’s change theory also exist in literature, mostly
related to the lack of detail, lack of generalisation and lack of representation of organisation
realities (Pollack & Pollack, 2015).
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Figure 22: Milestones of change management from 1990 to 2020
Source: Ratana et al. (2020)
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
A qualitative research study was conducted through a non-probability sampling technique. The
study deviated from the original research design as proposed in Chapter 1, due to various reasons
explained below. The revised and applied research methodology is discussed in this chapter.
3.2 Qualitative empirical setting
Semi-structured interviews were conducted through online platforms, i.e. Microsoft Teams and
Zoom. The interviews were set up through mail correspondence between the researcher and the
respondent. The interview protocol was emailed to three participants due to language barriers
experienced between the researcher and participant. The questions applicable to the interview
protocol were replied via email for these instances.
3.3 Sampling
The study population selected for the study is based on global steel manufacturing plants,
specifically with the capability of producing hot rolled coil. The units of analysis, as proposed in
Table 2 in Chapter 1, were not successfully achieved due to the following:
•

Global steel manufacturing plants are prohibited by top management from partaking in
studies, especially due to competition between global foundries.

•

The global steel manufacturing plants willing to partake in studies are running high tonnages
and time is limited for discussion, ultimately preventing proper interviews to be conducted.

•

Language barriers, especially in the Asian, Ukrainian and South American markets prohibit
comprehensive interviews from being conducted.

As a result of the above-mentioned constrains, internationally-based agents representing South
African foundry products were included as participants. These commercial agents know their
represented steel market well and can provide insight into the same perception-based information
required in the study.
The sampling method employed for the study was non-probability snowball sampling. The revised
units of analysis are depicted in Table 4.
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Table 4: Revised units of analysis applicable to the study

Geographical area
European Union
North America
South America
Asia
Asia

Country
Germany
USA
Brazil
Taiwan
India

Organisational level
Operational
Agent
Agent
Agent
Commercial

Steel producer group
ThyssenKrupp
N/A
N/A
N/A
Tata Group

Plant location
Bochum
N/A
N/A
N/A
Jamshedpur

3.4 Interview protocol
An interview protocol was developed to extract specific details from the selected participants. The
following was first read/provided to the participant prior to conducting the semi-structured
interview:
“You have completed and sent me the signed informed consent form. By continuing with this
interview, you give consent that the information you share may be used for this study. You have
the right to withdraw at any time and if you do not want to answer a specific question - you do not
have to. Your identity will be kept anonymous in the study and you will only be referred to by a
number. Confidentiality of your inputs is guaranteed. I would like to record the interview for the
sake of accurately transcribing the discussion. Do you give me permission to record the
interview?”
The participants subsequently replied to the questions as portrayed in Table 5.
3.5 Data collection
The following tools and methods were applied with regard to collection of the data from the
selected participants.
3.5.1 Data recording
The interviews conducted with the non-agent participants, thus operational and commercial
participants, were recorded using the built-in recording function supplied by Zoom. Zoom is a
cloud-based video conferencing software used as a method to facilitate online communication.
The recorded interviews were transcribed into text through the Otter.ia software application.
The interviews conducted with the agent participants were obtained through email; no transcribing
was required as the data was received as text.
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Table 5: Questions as per the interview protocol

3.5.2 Data analysis
Transcribed text interviews together with the obtained email interviews were categorised per
question and entered into a qualitative software program called Atlas.ti. Codes, grouped into
overarching group themes, were generated and analysed through the software.
3.5.3 Strategies employed to ensure quality data
The quality of data for the qualitative research study was attempted by upholding the internal
validity, reliability and objectivity. The reliability and validity of the data are difficult to establish
due to the sample size. The reliability and validity of the study could be improved upon a larger
geographical sample of respondents across the operations as well as commercial business
structures.
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3.5.4 Reporting
The results of the study were scientifically reported in a formal and logical manner. The codes
and group themes developed were compared to the available literature and clear conclusions and
recommendations were proposed that meet the research objectives.
3.5.5 Ethical considerations
Four main ethical principles need to be adhered to upon conducting business research (Bryman
& Bell, 2014):
•

Eliminate harm to participants,

•

Eliminate lack of informed consent,

•

Eliminate invasion of privacy, and

•

Eliminate deception that may be involved.

All principles as mentioned above were applied upon conducting of the semi-structured
interviews. The informed consent form utilised in this study is depicted in Appendix 3. The
following ethical clearance number was obtained: NWU-00040-21-A4.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Introduction
The qualitative results are portrayed in this chapter, accompanied by a detailed discussion on the
analysis. Identified codes and associated code groupings are depicted in Appendix 4. The
referenced quotations are also provided in Appendix 4.
The primary objective of the study was to study the international perception on selected South
African foundry products. Hot strip mill consumable products were selected as the focal point for
the study. The analyses of the semi-structured interviews are depicted in section 4.2.1, while the
geographical analysis of South African foundry exports is performed in section 0. Section 4.2.3
evaluates the perceptions per organisational level, i.e. commercial, operational or sales agent.
The challenges identified in the literature study (Chapter 2) for the South African foundry industry
are correlated to the perceptions of the interviewed international customers.
4.2 Qualitative results
Qualitative results, as analysed in Atlas.ti, were divided into three sub-divisions. The first analysis
represents all codes associated per code group. Correlation of each code is also indicated. The
second and third sections portray the geographical and organisational-level analysis,
respectively.
4.2.1 Themes identified
In total, the study delivered 30 codes that were grouped into six distinctive themes. The grouped
themes were correlated to each interview question.
Figure 23 represents the network diagram grouped under Negative influence. The codes selected
were primarily related to question 8 of the interview protocol, linked to the actions from South
African foundries that negatively influence the perception of exported foundry products. From this
figure, it is shown that consistent pricing is sought after by international customers. In addition,
poor TCO, which is caused by poor performance and quality, is not desired. Customer claims,
typically caused by a defective casting that failed in the plant, are another undesired action for
international customers.
In contrast, Figure 24 represents the network diagram under Positive influence. The codes
selected were primarily related to question 7 of the interview protocol, linked to the actions from
South African foundries that positively influence the perception of exported foundry products. The
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figure shows that important aspects for international customers are related not only to having
discussions with sales and marketing personnel, but also that technical discussions are important.
Improved lead times as well as a reduction in cost remain of importance. Quality and brand
importance, related to consistent delivered quality, are another desired action for international
customers.

Figure 23: Qualitative analysis grouped theme: Negative influence
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Figure 24: Qualitative analysis grouped theme: Positive influence

Figure 25 and Figure 26 represent the Price perception and Quality perception, respectively, of
international customers on exported South African foundry products. The perception from
international customers on price is related to question 4 of the interview protocol and is heavily
correlated to the geographic market location of the customer. Both competitive as well as
expensive perceptions were noted, which contradicts one another. Similarly, the perception of
quality as obtained through question 5 depicts that the perceptions are linked to geographic
market location, with good to average quality perceived. The link to the poor quality of South
African exported foundry products was not perceived by any of the respondents.

Figure 25: Qualitative analysis grouped theme: Price perception
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Figure 26: Qualitative analysis grouped theme: Quality perception
Valued elements, for international customers, as shown in Figure 27 and obtained through
question 10 of the interview protocol, show the importance of associated quality to TCO. TCO
remains the basis of measurement for most international hot rolling mills and is an important
consideration for South African foundries to take note of.

Figure 27: Qualitative analysis grouped theme: Valued elements
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Figure 28 depicts the network diagram for the Logistics grouping as obtained through question 6
of the interview protocol. This grouping relates to the international customer logistical perception
towards delivery lead times when importing from South African foundries. There are several
contradicting factors closely correlated with the geographic market location.

Figure 28: Qualitative analysis grouped theme: Logistics
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4.2.2 Geographic analysis
South African foundry product perceptions from five geographic market regions were explored in
the study. Figure 29 to Figure 33 depict the analyses of the results obtained from the various
geographical markets. The results are portrayed with headings associated with the geographic
location, code group and the code as allocated in the quoted text (Appendix 4). The numbering
under the quotation heading corresponds with the numbering allocated in Appendix 4.
Figure 29 represents the perceptions from the South American region. This geographic market
shows that quality is very important. South African foundry products are generally perceived as
having good quality performance as well as being priced competitively. Although native South
American foundries are perceived to have better delivery, the perception is that South African
foundry products have a good delivery time when compared to European and American foundries.
Figure 30 represents the perceptions from the Asian region, specifically India. In contrast to the
South American market, this market is very sensitive towards price. The perceptions are that
South African foundry products are expensive with average to poor quality, especially when
compared to the Asia-Pacific regions. Delivery costs are also perceived to be high and lead times
long. Through general discussion with the India represented respondent, customer relationship
was also identified as being important for this geographic market.
Figure 31 represents the perceptions from the North American region, specifically the United
States of America and Canada. The perception of this market towards South African foundry
products is that delivery lead times are problematic – especially human-related errors are
perceived to limit on-time delivery. Overall, South African foundry product quality is perceived to
be good compared to competitor prices. Packaging and branding are also noted as important
aspects for this geographic market region.
Figure 32 represents the perceptions from the European region, specifically Germany. Technical
discussions with South African foundry product suppliers are noted as being very important to the
European market. The perception towards quality as well as price is that South African foundry
product exports are average. Delivery times are perceived to be good. Late deliveries and
defective castings are factors closely monitored in this geographical region.
Figure 33 represents the perceptions from another Asian region, specifically Taiwan. This
geographic market has a perception that South African foundry products are expensive. Quality
is also perceived to be average. The delivery time from South African foundries is perceived to
be acceptable. Important considerations for this market are foundry products of consistent quality
at the lowest possible cost.
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TCO is of importance to mainly all regions interviewed. The concept of TCO is especially of
importance for the HSM upon making decisions towards roll selection. The considerations of TCO
and roll selection practices are further elaborated on in 4.3.

Figure 29: Geographic perception: South America, Brazil
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Figure 30:Geographic perception: Asia, India
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Figure 31: Geographic perception: North America, USA
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Figure 32: Geographic perception: Europe, Germany
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Figure 33: Geographic perception: Asia, Taiwan
.
4.2.3 Organisational section analysis
Three organisational functions were analysed in the study, including operations, commercial and
the agents representing the South African foundries within their respective geographic location.
Due to the limited sample size as portrayed in 3.3, the Indian geographical market also represents
the perceptions of the commercial function. Similarly, the German geographical market
represents the perceptions of the operational function. The perceptions of foundry agents
represent the Brazilian, Taiwanese and North American markets.
4.3 Customer behaviour
Work rolls are purchased as required by the HSM department of the steel manufacturing facility.
Depending on the organisational buying policy of the customer, buying of work rolls can either be
purchased through a central buying department or through the HSM of the steel facility. Typically,
the HSM technical needs are identified by the plant and requests are made to the buying
department of the company (either local or centralised). Orders are provided to the roll
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manufacturer by means of a tendering process, which enables the roll manufacturer to provide
quotations prior to ordering from the steel manufacturer. Once all prices and historical
performance figures are evaluated, an order on work rolls is placed. Commercial agents in each
geographic market are contracted by roll suppliers to obtain new customers, follow up on orders
and coordinate delivery aspects.
As confirmed by Webber (2002), work roll consumers base their purchases on a concept called
TCO. This entails the selection of rolls based not only on low price, but also on the best quality
and performance for their specific HSM. Figure 34 (Webber, 2002:302) depicts the roll selection
process undertaken at the HSM. Depending on the corporate goals and mill requirements of the
customer, the objectives in terms of order quantities and risk reduction are performed.
A criterion is required for each mill and is correlated to the importance of TCO perceived in the
above results. Most of the respondents indicated that poor TCO, quality and elevated price would
negatively influence their perception to buy. It is therefore critical for a roll manufacturer to be able
to prove the roll performance (TCO) as well as best offered delivery date (reduced lead time) to
be able to be selected as a supplier. Rolls are selected based on benchmarked information as
well as roll supplier advice, indicating that the frequent communication of the roll supplier with the
mill is of importance. The European market specifically indicated that a positive reflection is
perceived when roll suppliers are not only available for technical discussions, but also upon
frequent visits to the HSM plants. Depending on the geographical market, customers of work rolls
perceive the value of price versus performance differently. Asian markets, e.g. India, make
decisions primarily on price. The North American market typically requires a combination of
improved performance at a low cost, although for this market customer relationship is deemed
important and rolls at a higher cost will be purchased upon intimate supplier involvement. The
European markets are mainly TCO driven, focusing primarily on high performance rolls (i.e. low
TCO). Factors affecting the perception negatively include defective castings, customer claims and
poor packaging.
Steel producers typically purchase work rolls, based on their demand for steel, a year or two in
advance. The main reason for this is due to the extended delivery lead time from the roll supplier,
typically three to six months. A certain level of roll stock is therefore maintained in the HSM. To
gain sales traction as a roll supplier in an HSM is extremely slow and tedious. Trials should firstly
prove the required TCO is minimised; should this not be possible, the next trials and evaluation
iterations are required. Only once the roll performance is established in the HSM will frequent
orders be realised, although price will always be under pressure and may lead to an established
roll supplier to be replaced with another supplier.
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Figure 34: Roll selection process
Source: Webber (2002:302)
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Introduction
Concluding remarks towards the results and discussions made in Chapter 4 are provided.
Recommendations towards targeting the international market, as well as proposed operational
changes for the South African foundry industry are made. These recommendations attempt to
improve the overall perception towards quality and price for the international foundry product
importer.
5.2 Recommendations
5.2.1 Improvements in targeting the customer market
The product markets for HSM rolls are geographic locations across the globe. These geographic
markets are linked to the physical location of crude steel producers. Figure 35 (WorldSteel,
2021b) depicts the distribution of crude steel produced across the globe.

Figure 35: Crude steel production per geographic distribution (2020)
Source: WorldSteel (2021b)
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The Chinese market is the largest, with 56.7%, compared to Australia and New Zealand with a
crude steel production of 0.3%. The total global crude steel production for 2020 was 1 878 million
tons (WorldSteel, 2021b). The steel demand figures for 2020 as well as the forecasted figures
are depicted in Table 6 (WorldSteel, 2021a). The values provided are based on year-on-year
growth rates (%). Apart for the Chinese steel demand, the Covid-19 pandemic affected the global
demand for steel significantly during 2020. It is forecasted that China will have a declining growth
of -1.1% in 2021. Major demand growth is expected in Central and South America (23.2%).
Developing economies are therefore suggested to be targeted by the roll manufacturer during the
next two-year period.
As the roll supply industry produces a niche product, the best way to target the customer market
is to understand the needs of the customer. Most roll suppliers export to international markets
and challenges in terms of language and culture will always remain an obstacle. The following
improvements are suggested to target the customer market more effectively:
•

Segment the buyers into segmented markets. Therefore, for the roll industry, this will
typically not only be geographic segmentation (Tanner & Raymond, 2010), but also buying
preference (importance of price versus performance). The roll supplier should segment
and understand the markets based on a (Tanner & Raymond, 2010):

1) priced-focused segment,
2) quality and brand-focused segment,
3) service-focused segment, and
4) partnership-focused segment.
•

Concentrated marketing techniques are required in this niche roll buying market. Although
risky, this buying market is very specific and very few roll alternatives exist in the roll market.
Refer to Figure 36 (Tanner & Raymond, 2010) for the strategies to target global markets.

•

Focusing on emerging geographic markets (India and Brazil) will lead to enhanced future
sales, but challenges in terms of cost competitiveness should be considered as these
emerging markets typically represent the price-focused segment.

•

Product differentiation in terms of roll uniqueness is challenging, as the required grade/quality
per position in the HSM is relatively standard and known across the industry. Differentiation
in the roll industry should be performed based on service, customer intimacy and technical
assistance offered with the work rolls. This means that the roll supplier should have extensive
knowledge of the steel manufacturer’s rolling processes and rolled products.
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Table 6: Steel demand forecast per geographic region

Source: WorldSteel (2021a)
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Figure 36: Targeting strategies employed in global markets
Source: Tanner & Raymond (2010)
5.3 Implementation plan
A strategic marketing plan is required to ensure management remains accountable for the
strategic growth of the foundry. Figure 37 shows the typical iterating nature of a strategic
marketing plan, indicating that after the monitoring step, the strategy is adjusted to fit into the
changing business environment. To execute the marketing plan effectively, the following steps
are proposed (Kwach, 2018):
•

Establish the correct expectations,

•

Build the marketing team and secure resources,

•

Communicate the strategy,

•

Establish timelines and activities,

•

Establish measures to success,

•

Monitor,

•

Be flexible and adapt to changes, and

•

Communicate results.
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Figure 37: The marketing strategy implementation process
Source: Kwach (2018)
Table 7 depicts the proposed strategic implementation plan for South African foundries. A
summary of the strategic recommendations is linked through the strategic horizon, or timeline, to
typical strategic objectives.
To facilitate the change required to excel the South African foundry industry towards excellence
and sustainability, Kotter’s (1996) model was applied as a potential implementation guidance tool.
5.3.1 Change management
Change management, as proposed by Kotter (1996) in 2.7.2, can guide the foundry industry to
overcome some of the challenging obstacles when operating in the South African environment
and exporting foundry products to the international market. The steps as proposed by Kotter
(1996) are applied below.
The establishment of urgency
The aim is to reduce complacency within the workforce. Properly developed strategic objectives
linked to the company threats and opportunities could assist in establishing the urgency required
towards change. One of the biggest challenges currently experienced in the foundry industry (as
per 2.3) is the ageing workforce, making the urgency to develop new skills as well as to retain
current skills critical. Opportunities that can potentially elevate the foundry industry, such as
renewable energy initiatives, effective management of cost drivers and expansion of geographic
markets must be well understood and communicated. The proposal is to employ a change leader,
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to effectively drive the change management process with the implementation of Kotter’s eightstep model. Awareness programmes detailing the company’s strategy and benefits towards
change are crucial. Providing feedback to employees on the perceived poor quality and price in
specifically the Asian market will propel them to initiate the proposed cost saving initiatives as
well as attempt to reduce unwanted waste.

Table 7: Proposed strategic implementation plan for South African foundries
Marketing
Strategic objective
Strategic
Strategic recommendation
perspective
Strategic focus

horizon
Strengthen

Short term

•

commercial relations

understand market gaps.
•

with existing
customers
Grow geographical

Long term

markets
Strategic focus

Become part of the

Focus on growing Indian and
South American markets.

•
Strategic focus

Increase marketing research to

commercial visits.
•

Intense agent deployment into
mills.

Long term
•

European supplier mix

Increase technical and

Increase marketing spending to
2% of company revenue

Strategic focus

Understanding

Short/medium

customer needs

term

•

Continuous improvement of
current products

•

Research and development
partnerships to develop new
grades

Cost

Reduced

Medium term

•

transportation cost

Benchmark transporters against
each other.

•

and ensuring
dependable

Investigate alternative ports to
export from.

transportation
Cost

Sustainable electricity

Medium term

•

supply

Investigate alternative energy
sources (gas/solar power)

•

Optimise melting operations to
decrease electricity demand
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The creation of a guiding coalition
A team with sufficient power should be created to lead the change. Typically, the coalition is
championed by the CEO of the company. Several advisory teams, grouped into management and
technical advisors, are essential for the creation of a guiding coalition. Technical visits to
customers should be reviewed and guidance towards proposed improvements should be made a
priority.
Development of a vision and strategy
The development of a clear strategic vision towards the change in culture and values is necessary
to achieve the required change management outcomes. Specifically, the focus on skills transfer
through the implementation of knowledge sharing projects, including mentoring programmes and
graduate programmes, should be executed. Another strategy could be the implementation of lean
manufacturing programmes to achieve the goals set in terms of strategic KPIs. Understanding
customers is important to guide the company strategy, as proper understanding of customer
requirements is linked to improved TCO in all respondents interviewed.
The non-European manufacturers typically are perceived as commodity producers, implying that
foundry products are treated like coal or iron ore. The performance of foundry products is typically
perceived as average to acceptable, with prices controlled by the market. In contrast, European
and Japanese competitors are typically perceived as foundry product manufacturers with
differentiated product offerings. These competitors are actively involved with innovation and
technological advances, leading to excellent performance and low TCO. The foundry product
manufacturers in this spectrum are typically price-makers, as their products are highly soughtafter. The South African foundry products are currently positioned to a large extent on the
commodity product side, although through strategic intervention, the aim is to transfer to the
differentiated product spectrum. The aim is not to fully transfer to the differentiated product
spectrum, but rather to be positioned in between the two spectrums. This is due to the
differentiated product spectrum being sensitive to economic instability, causing good foundry
product manufacturers to close. Being positioned in between the two spectrums can lead to the
production of foundry products at the best possible TCO with excellent technical relationships with
customers.
Proper communication of the change strategy
Properly communicating the change vision is of utmost importance, as a lack in communication
causes loss of interest and subsequently a failing change. Communication should start from the
CEO, and senior leaders should follow suit. Every event should be utilised to discuss the change
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vision. If the company consists of a communications department, the change leader should be in
frequent discussions with the department to enable the broadcasting of positive progress to all
employees.
Allowing for broad-based change
Barriers to change should be removed to enable strategic and innovative thinking. Within the
manufacturing environment of the foundry, several conflicting circumstances may lead to
deteriorating motivation and willingness to change. Some of these challenges were discussed in
the previous chapters (0). The management team plays a vital role in enabling broad-based
change, and it is important for employees to be aware of the support from management regarding
the drive towards innovation that may change the way business is currently done. Empowering of
the selected change leaders to intervene and remove obstacles is recommended.
Creating instant wins
Capitalising on short-term wins allows for the change momentum to be kept. These wins should
be visible to employees and related to the change program. Proper communication of these
instant wins should also be performed to prevent perceived dilution. Instant wins in the foundry
industry may include the achievement of strategic KPIs, successful implementation of project
milestones and recognition of employee skill transfer.
Combining the gains achieved and generating additional change
Proper document control and data visualisation could assist in combining, storing and
representing the achievements. Additional change ideas should be noted and developed further
through correctly structured forums.
Setting new approaches in culture
The final step is difficult to place a deadline on, as changes in culture may take years to achieve.
Cultural changes towards being prone to change management systems in the organisation take
patience and dedication. Once this step is successfully implemented, future change becomes
easier.
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5.4 Conclusion
The perceptions from the international HSM steel market towards exported South African foundry
products were tested through a qualitative research approach. The results obtained from
respondents based in various geographical markets were coded, analysed and discussed. The
need to understand international consumer perceptions is necessary as this information enables
South African foundries to properly target the customer market.
Research analyses performed on the geographical market showed that customer location plays
a critical role in selecting the correct targeting strategy. The European markets tend to perceive
the quality as well as price of South African foundry products as average. Technical discussions
and improved TCO are important dimensions for this market. The North American market showed
that, although South African foundry products are perceived to be price competitive, poor
perceptions regarding on-time delivery are experienced. This market deems TCO as important,
and therefore good product quality combined with reliable delivery is key. Asian markets typically
perceive South African foundry products as expensive and on the price level of a European
exporter. This market is close to competitive foundries in the Asian region, which allows for shorter
delivery times. South American markets similarly perceive South African foundry products as
competitive with good quality. The delivery lead time, apart from locally supplied foundry products,
is perceived to be the best compared to international exporting competitors. TCO is again seen
as important, similar to most of the other geographical regions analysed.
Although South African foundries are experiencing challenges in producing optimally and
efficiently, international steel companies still overall perceive South African foundry products as
a competitive product, with average quality and price. The distance to the market can be seen as
a limiting factor for the South African foundry industry, which forces organisations to think more
critically on process improvements and rework. It is for this reason that the change management
process of Kotter (1996) was selected and applied to the foundry industry within this study as part
of the implementation plan proposed to the South African foundry industry.
5.5 Limitations of the study
The original units of analysis, as proposed in the study, were not successfully achieved due to
the following:
•

Global steel manufacturing plants were prohibited by top management to partake in studies,
especially due to competition between global foundries.

•

The global steel manufacturing plants willing to partake in studies were running high tonnages
and time was limited for discussion, ultimately preventing proper interviews to be conducted.
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•

Language barriers, especially in the Asian, Ukraine and South American markets prohibited
comprehensive interviews to be conducted.

As a results of the above-mentioned constrains, internationally-based agents representing South
African foundry products were included as participants. These commercial agents know their
represented steel market well and could provide insight into the same perception-based
information required in the study.
5.6 Further research
Due to the limitations mentioned in 5.5, causing the originally planned sample size to decrease
from 15 to five, larger sample sizes will add enhanced insight towards different regions within the
selected geographical markets. Approaches to overcome the obstacles mentioned may include a
translator, building of networks within the international customer organisation and setting up faceto-face meetings.
One of the limitations of the samples selected was the type of customer manufacturing process.
Further enrichment of knowledge can be obtained with sample diversification, including long steel
product customers, stainless steel customers and mining customers importing castings from
South Africa.
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APPENDIX 4
Report created by Gerhard Diedericks from Atlas.ti

Quotation Report ‒ Grouped by: Code Groups
All (43) quotations

Logistics
11 Quotations:
5:1 ¶ 3 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
In the beginning, it was a big problem. So delivery times were very long and they never reached
in time.

5:2 ¶ 3 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
Compared to others, it’s still good

5:3 ¶ 4 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
CIF cost from South African suppliers then the costs are very, very high

5:4 ¶ 4 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
And as far as the logistics timeline is concerned, so South African location obviously is a deterrent.
So there’s additional time involved, the logistics time is much, much less if I’m buying from other
countries compared to South Africa. Typically, the cycle time would be around adding 50 to 55
days to India

5:5 ¶ 5 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
Compared with Europeans and Americans, South Africa has the best delivery time

5:6 ¶ 5 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
We have in Brazil domestic suppliers with very good delivery time

5:7 ¶ 6 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
Much longer transit than other places

5:8 ¶ 6 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
Many errors in human inputs of shipments – paperwork can be very confusing
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5:9 ¶ 7 in Q6 Logistics and delivery time
In general okay

7:3 ¶ 3 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Delayed deliveries, you expect the role to be on site next week and wait and then the appointment
is there and the role is not coming and then you hear the roll it coming only in three months

7:8 ¶ 6 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Poor delivery performance

Negative influence
7 Quotations:
7:1 ¶ 3 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Claims are always very bad

7:2 ¶ 3 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Mistake in the production or the roll was delivered with defects

7:4 ¶ 3 in Q8 Influence negative perception
New price for the next order and you see the prices doubled suddenly, then that makes it very
difficult for us to say we want this type of roll. So we want a continuous price

7:5 ¶ 4 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Quality is important

7:6 ¶ 6 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Poor performance

7:7 ¶ 6 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Poor packaging

7:9 ¶ 7 in Q8 Influence negative perception
Cost/performance ratio not competitive

Positive influence
8 Quotations:
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6:1 ¶ 3 in Q7 Influence positive perception
If I could get a chance to discuss technical problems with people from operational environment

6:2 ¶ 3 in Q7 Influence positive perception
But I never had a chance to talk to someone who is making rolls, they all want to sell rolls. That
is a big difference

6:3 ¶ 4 in Q7 Influence positive perception
They can reduce the cost

6:4 ¶ 5 in Q7 Influence positive perception
Price

6:5 ¶ 5 in Q7 Influence positive perception
Quality

6:6 ¶ 6 in Q7 Influence positive perception
More professional delivery partners

6:7 ¶ 6 in Q7 Influence positive perception
South Africa branded packaging

6:8 ¶ 7 in Q7 Influence positive perception
Roll quality stable

Price perception
6 Quotations:
3:15 ¶ 3 in Q4 Price
It’s not the cheapest, but we’re not the most expensive, maybe lower middle class

3:16 ¶ 4 in Q4 Price
If you consider the European region and the US market, the South African players are competitive
compared to them

3:17 ¶ 4 in Q4 Price
But if you see the Asia Pacific region, Japan, China, and even for that case, Russia and Turkey,
then South Africa is very, very expensive
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3:18 ¶ 5 in Q4 Price
They are very competitive

3:19 ¶ 6 in Q4 Price
Very competitive outside of China and India prices

3:20 ¶ 7 in Q4 Price
Above average, sometimes the highest

Quality perception
5 Quotations:
4:1 ¶ 3 in Q5 Quality
There are some really much better and also some worse, you cannot compare, for example, with
Japanese rolls, that is for me is a top. Russian rolls is far the worst? And South Africa is
somewhere in the middle

4:2 ¶ 4 in Q5 Quality
I think the quality is at par

4:3 ¶ 5 in Q5 Quality
South African rolls perform very well, always at first positions on performance ranking.

4:4 ¶ 6 in Q5 Quality
Generally, very good and reliable

4:5 ¶ 7 in Q5 Quality
Average

Valued elements
6 Quotations:
8:1 ¶ 7 in Q10 Quality or Price
C/P comparison

8:2 ¶ 6 in Q10 Quality or Price
Quality is key
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8:3 ¶ 5 in Q10 Quality or Price
For my point of view, quality of course.

8:4 ¶ 5 in Q10 Quality or Price
But it must be attempted to the price as it is the first point checked by Purchase Dept.

8:5 ¶ 3 in Q10 Quality or Price
As it is really a good question, and they’re very difficult to answer. Then we must say those in
equal parts is it’s the same. See, what we have is a computer application, what we call total cost
of ownership. And you’re given to the computer as a price. And let’s say as a prices is a response
a purchasing department pays to the salesman let’s say 50 000 euros a month or whatever, but
turns out operational people tell me for some ways they Okay, this rolls from for example, South
Africa can make 2000 tonnes per millimetre on the roll. So, how many tonnes per millimetre can
I roll with this product, is a question of quality. And then we calculate the euros and the tons per
millimetre and we know how many millimetres we have on the roll. And then we calculate how
much 1 000 tons cost 10 euros when we buy this role from South Africa for example, and there
are some more details for example, when there is a claim and we increase the price by 5 000
euros and when we see that rolls are also delivered too late, then we put on 100 euro per days it
is too late. And so the question of quality, tons per millimetre, delivery time and claims broken
roles and service. Did any salesman show up or did you hear nothing? What is quality? The
arguments are part of this calculation and in the end, the computer says this roll is worse. Let’s
say 60 000 euro, and then we compare that with the other 10 or 20 suppliers and the computer
makes some proposal by 10 rolls here, 5 here and 2 there. But in the end I look at what the
computer proposes and then I decide not to computer. So you cannot say yes or no or something
like that. It is a very complicated issue. And with this app it is very good to see so many aspects,
buying the most expensive roll is in the end the cheapest way to produce steel. For example, my
very expensive roll in Japan, but roll makes 10,000 tonnes per millimetre or you buy a very cheap
roll in India cost only 20,000 euros, but it makes over a 1000 tonnes per millimetre. So the question
is, in the end, that is what we call the total cost of ownership. The most expensive role is maybe
the cheapest to produce and is very difficult to discuss it with your boss or with the purchasing
people. The good service is also important. If you have a claim and nobody is interested, what
will you do with a roll like that. You will only have trouble and will never buy again. So it is not only
the price? The price is so easy to say. Price is what salesmen get from the purchasing department.
That is easy. But what is quality? Quality is difficult.

8:6 ¶ 4 in Q10 Quality or Price
It can never be one. It is always the coalition of both the factors, I think it’s not just the right quality,
it has to be the right quality at the right price. That is what matters at the end of the day. So it’s
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complete value in use that is what we really consider the total cost of ownership. So it includes
quality, performance as well as the cost. So obviously, these things like the wear and the grinding
amount, the unproductive grinding and the productive grinding, all these factors are considered
to determine the final performance. And usually the performance for specifically rolls is measured
in terms of the tonnes of steel roll per mm off roll consumed. That is the parameter, you can
eliminate the unproductive grinding, the grinding which is because of our side issue in the mill,
those is removed to actually determine the fair performance of the supplier? this year, all eggs in
one basket is also not suitable because anything can go wrong with any market. So it’s like we
try to maximise our supplier base across different geographies. While obviously we will work
towards having multiple suppliers, but also multiple suppliers from multiple geographies and not
from one, because that’s inherent risk, which we identify in our organisation. That is where I think
South Africa plays a very crucial role for us, because you are one of the only suppliers from that
segment or from that market. And it helps to achieve our objectives of risk mitigation. But then
there is a fine balance we need to achieve between the overall cost which we have to pay for that
risk mitigation. So it there is always a limitation to it. So, the other markets are gradually picking
up. The Russian and Turkish markets are gradually coming into the market in India and they may
have an upper edge in the future, so you have to be really cautious. Look for more ways to reduce
your cost, look for alternative fuel, which can be cost effective. Apart from electricity, I think these
things should be in your focus area to help improve the competitiveness in future, because we
also believe in long term relationships. It’s not the absolute cost, which we are talking about, since
we are getting weightage to the total cost of ownership and the value in use. So, even the
improvement in your product, which can outnumber the other suppliers in terms of the
performance will also help you in the long run to command a premium in your price. So it is not
only important that you reduce your absolute cost, but work towards the total cost. That is what I
would like to pass on to you, because you are from foundry, so you will appreciate it more, the
better the chemistry of the product developed. And the better performance I get, will actually
reduce my final cost. And that is more important rather than the absolute cost I’m paying. Today,
I am rolling around 30 000 tonnes, then if you can increase it to 40 000 tonnes, I can share a
premium with you, since you are improving our mill productivity.
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Price perception
ID

Codes

Quality perception
ID

Codes

Logistics
ID

Codes

3:15

#Germany
@Operations
Average price

4:1

#Germany
@Operations
Average quality

5:1

#Germany
@Operations
Delivery time improvements

3:16

#India
@Commercial
Competative price

4:2

#India
@Commercial
At par quality

5:2

#Germany
@Operations
Good delivery perception

3:17

#India
@Commercial
Expensive

4:3

#Brazil
@Agent
Good quality performance

5:3

#India
@Commercial
High delivery cost

3:18

#Brazil
@Agent
Competative price

4:4

#North America
@Agent
Good quality performance

5:4

#India
@Commercial
Extended lead times

3:19

#North America
@Agent
Competative price

4:5

#Taiwan
@Agent
Average quality

5:5

#Brazil
@Agent
Best delivery time compared to
Europe and America

3:20

#Taiwan
@Agent
Expensive

5:6

#Brazil
@Agent
Local delivery better

5:7

#North America
@Agent
Extended lead times

5:8

#North America
@Agent
Delivery issues due to human
factors

5:9

#Taiwan
@Agent
Acceptable delivery time
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Positive influence
ID

Codes

Negative influence
ID

Codes

Valued elements
ID

Codes

6:1

#Germany
@Operations
Technical discussions

7:1

#Germany
@Operations
Customer claims

8:1

#Taiwan
@Agent
TCO importance

6:2

#Germany
@Operations
Technical discussions

7:2

#Germany
@Operations
Defective casting

8:2

#North America
@Agent
Quality importance

6:3

#India
@Commercial
Cost reduction

7:3

#Germany
@Operations
Late delivery

8:3

#Brazil
@Agent
Quality importance

6:4

#Brazil
@Agent
Cost reduction

7:4

#Germany
@Agent
Consistant pricing

8:4

#Brazil
@Agent
TCO importance

6:5

#Brazil
@Agent
Quality improvement

7:5

#India
@Commercial
Poor quality

8:5

#Germany
@Operations
TCO importance

6:6

#North America
@Agent
Improved delivery partners

7:6

#North America
@Agent
Poor performance

8:6

#India
@Commercial
TCO importance

6:7

#North America
@Agent
Branding importance

7:7

#North America
@Agent
Poor packaging

6:8

#Taiwan
@Agent
Consistant quality

7:8

#North America
@Agent
Late delivery

7:9

#Taiwan
@Agent
Poor TCO
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